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We hope you enjoyed Grant’s demo last night
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What are workers most frustrated about?



Crowd workers are 
often underpaid
Platform based time reports are 
inaccurate 
Rzeszotarski and Kittur 2011 

Workers take steps to fix this, but it 
remains a pressing challenge 
Hara et al. 2018; Irani and Silberman 2013; 
Hanrahan et al. 2015



Many requesters want to pay 
fairly, but struggle to do so
Requesters have a hard time pricing accurately 
Cheng, Teevan, and Bernstein 2015



Could we make it easier 
to pay fairly? 



We introduce Fair Work
1. Add fairwork to task fairwork.stanford.edu 
2. Workers report duration 
3. Auto-bonus workers to $15/hour

http://fairwork.stanford.edu


Fair Work 
provides a  
script
fairwork.stanford.edu 

Also available for self hosting.

<script src=“https://fairwork.stanford.edu/fairwork.js?aws_account=12345”></script>

http://fairwork.stanford.edu


Requesters add 
the script to 
their task
Fair Work works with tasks 
from the UI or from the SDK.

<script src=“https://fairwork.stanford.edu/fairwork.js?aws_account=12345”></script>



Workers see 
Fair Work in HIT

Workers see a description of the system and a 
one time informed consent form 

Workers report the duration of the task



Requesters 
receive a 
summary email
Total payments and individual 
time reports are listed 

Requesters have the option to 
freeze erroneous payments

Subject: Fair Work: Mechanical Turk bonus pending 

From: Fairwork 
To: Requester 

You are using the Fair Work script to ensure pay 
rates reach a minimum wage of $15.00/hr. 

The total bonus amount is $13.26. Bonuses will be 
sent in 12 hours. The tasks being bonused: 

HIT Type 38WH originally paid $0.50 per task. 
Median estimated time across 28 workers was 
0:02:30, for an estimated rate of $12.00/hr. 

→Worker A1QVN: 3 reports, median duration 2:12. 
Freeze this worker's payment 

→Worker A1ZT3: 1 report, median duration 2:00. 
Freeze this worker's payment



Workers are  
auto-bonused
The median reported task duration is used to calculate a 
bonus 

Each worker who completed the task is bonused 

Workers receive timely messages throughout the process



Fair Work behind the scenes

The script tag 
identifies the 
requester

The script 
injects HTML 
into the HIT

The total bonus 
is based on the 
median 
reported 
duration

If requesters 
freeze a report 
it is not used

A cron job 
triggers emails 
and payments 
daily
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Why self report?
If fairness is the goal, we should also trust workers to be fair 

Time based measures are notoriously unreliable



How much does Fair 
Work help?
Perhaps requesters are already doing a good job at pricing



Experimental setup

• We recruited requesters to provide 19 previously used 
HITs 

• Requesters scaled their HIT prices to match a goal of 
$15/hr 

• We added Fair Work and ran the HITs at least 100 times 
each 

• We measured how requester prices compared with 
workers time report based pricing
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are off by $7.50 on average
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Requesters know they 
aren’t great at pricing
Participating requesters reflected that they often price 
based on their own completion times or on completion times 
of friends



Does self reporting 
work? 
Perhaps workers will not keep accurate records due to a 
focus on the work



Experimental setup

• We added a timer script (TimeMe, Zissman) to check 
actual duration on the task 

• We measured the di!erence between workers’ time 
reports and the timer script across all tasks



Workers’ time 
reports are 
mostly accurate
This aligns with behavioral 
economic results on truth 
telling (Ariely, 2008) 

This could also be interpreted 
as contributing to the time 
costs of finding good work 

Potential instrumentation 
errors
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Considerations
The study reports on a small number of HITs and a small number of 
workers 

The existence of a system like Fair Work could influence workers and 
requesters 

→ Workers might collude and systematically increase their reports  
(Future work: longitudinal analysis) 

→ Requesters might abuse freezing reports  
(Future work: Conflict resolution mechanism design) 

Workers are concerned that a system like this requires platform buy-
in



Concluding

We contribute a mechanism that trades o! some 
guarantees to increase simplicity in fair pay 

We argue one-o! complex pricing mechanisms are not 
needed to pay workers fairly 

Pay workers at least $15/hour 

Use Fair Work
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Thank you, and thanks to…

workers of
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